
General conditions for achieving bonuses

Initial regulations

A player who fulfills the preconditions of an active promotion, after logging in to the user account a
pop-up window will be displayed where the conditions for obtaining the bonus are specified. Player
can accept the offered bonus or decline it. If a player declined the offered bonus, the bonus will no
longer be offered to him for particular promotion.

Depending on the conditions of the current promotion, the player is awarded a certain amount of
bonus that needs to be activated (released), after which it can only be used for prematch or live
sports betting.

The deadline for activation (release) of the bonus will be displayed when accepting the bonus as
well as on the "My bonuses" page. If the player does not activate (release) the bonus within the
specified period, the unactivated bonus will be canceled.

The promotion may require a verified user account.

Activating (releasing) the bonus

If one of the conditions for releasing the bonus is account verification, before placing any bet the
account needs to be verified, because only bet slips placed under a verified account are taken into
consideration, bet slips placed before account verification are not taken into consideration for
activating the bonus.

The bonus is activated by placing a bet with real money, it only includes sports betting (prematch or
live).

The percentage of the bonus that is activated by such a bet slip payment is defined for each
promotion individually, and the percentage is visible when accepting the bonus and on the "My
bonuses'' page.

The bet slip that activates the bonus for a particular promotion must fulfill at least the following
conditions for that promotion:

- Must be placed with a real money
- Must have a minimum specified number of bets
- The coeff. on each bet must be equal or higher than the default minimum coeff.
- The total coeff. on the bet slip must be equal or higher than the total default minimum coeff.

if the coeff. is prescribed for the promotion.
- For the system bet slip each individual system combination must fulfill the conditions for

releasing the bonus

In addition to these conditions, a certain promotion may require other conditions. The specific
conditions, coeff. and activation amounts are visible when accepting the bonus as well as on the
"My bonuses" page.



How to calculate the bonus that is activated (released):
(bet that complies the Bonus conditions) x (release percentage/100)

For example:

bet = 10,00 €, activation percentage = 30%, activated bonus amount =3,00 €

If the calculated amount for activation contains more than two decimals, the value of only the first
two decimal places comes into consideration.

For example:

the calculated amount is : 2,5088, the released bonus amount is = 2,50 €

Using an active bonus

Bet can be placed only with active bonus, and bet slip must fulfill  the requirements of the minimum
coeff. and the minimum number of pairs on the bet slip. These conditions are variable, and the
current conditions are visible when the bet is placed.

Bets using the active (released) bonus are virtual bets and do not count as winnings.

Example:

released Bonus bet/virtual =10,00€, coeff.= 2.50, virtual win = 25,00€. Real win and
payout = 15,00€

Final regulations

The bonus can be claimed only once per user account, person, household or computer. If there is
reasonable doubt that the bonus is being abused the operator has the right to take the bonus
away including all the wins gained by using the bonus.
The organizer reserves the right to stop an active promotion and cancel all inactive bonuses at any
time.


